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HK416 A5  
5.56 mm x 45 NATO 
(14.5” barrel model
right and left side views)

An advanced, product improved variant of the internationally acclaimed HK416 
weapon system, the “A5” has several critical advantages over competing 5.56 mm 
M4/M16/AR systems as well as earlier versions of the HK416.

Foremost is a new two stage gas system that can be adjusted without tools. 
Using the HK-proprietary gas piston system found on the G36, the A5, like all HK416 
models, does not introduce propellant gases and carbon fouling back into the 
weapon’s interior. This makes it much more reliable than conventional M4/M16 
type weapons using a direct gas impingement operating system. 

Modest design changes in the A5 lower receiver increase overall reliability and 
ambidextrous handling. Dual safety/selectors, magazine releases, and bolt catch 
release controls are found on both sides of the HK416A5’s lower receiver.  

The HK416A5 departs from the traditional black color  found on many weapons 
using a green-brown RAL8000 color scheme. Similar to the American “flat dark 
earth” color, RAL8000 has special low IR observable properties and is camouflaged 
for many environments.

The new A5 adjustable gas system can be manipulated without tools and has 
two settings, “N” for normal use and “S” for use with sound suppressors. The 
HK416A5 is well-suited for use with high quality sound suppressors and was 
extensively tested with the B&T Rotex V, including a 15,000 round durability test 
followed by firing 5,000 rounds with the Rotex V suppressor. The A5 successfully 
fired the full 20,000 rounds without any parts breakage. 

The barrel-to-gas block fit has been modified for reduced gas slip and the barrel 
interface into the upper receiver has also been redesigned along the lines of the 
Heckler & Koch 7.62 mm HK417, leading to increased overall durability.

The strengthened upper receiver of the HK416A5 includes a shortened, radiused 
threaded surface area where the upper receiver is attached to the barrel and a 
protective shoulder to shield the bolt release button from inadvertent activation. 
The upper receiver’s Picatinny (MIL-SPEC-1913) rail has been extended slightly to 
enable sights to be mounted further to the rear. 

Changes in the upper receiver takedown pin locking surface minimizes play 
between the upper and lower receiver. The interface between the A5 upper receiver 
and the free floating rail system/handguard has also been changed with an 
additional assembly reference slot being added to ensure more precise alignment in 
the Picatinny rail surfaces.

The most prominent and obvious changes are found on the A5’s redesigned lower 
receiver. Innovative and unique ambidextrous magazine releases and bolt catch 
release controls are present on both sides of the lower receiver. 

This feature is found on few M4/M16 type weapons and makes the HK416 A5 
truly ergonomic and ambidexterous in all of its controls. An enlarged Winter trigger 
guard has a rounded trigger guard bar added for use with heavy gloves and the 
extended HK417-style castle nut on the receiver extension means greater strength 
and reliability. 

On the 14.5, 16.5, and 20 inch barrel models, a front sight adaptor allows a flip-up 
front sight to be attached directly to the barrel for greater accuracy. To accommodate 
the new, adjustable gas system, the short length A5 carbine model is equipped 
with an 11 inch barrel. All of the A5 variants still have the highly regarded, existing 
features of found on earlier, combat-proven models of the HK416.

The HK416 uses a barrel produced by Heckler & Koch’s famous cold hammer 
forging process; further improving reliability, service life, and operator safety during 
obstructed bore occurrences or in extreme extended firing sessions. 

The highest quality steel is used in this unique manufacturing process producing 
a barrel that provides superior accuracy after firing thousands of rounds with 
minimal degradation of accuracy and muzzle velocity. The A5 has HK’s famous 
“OTB” (over-the-beach) capability and can be safely fired after being submerged in 
water and not completely drained.   

As the leading AR-based weapon system, the HK416 is unsurpassed in durability, 
safety, and accuracy. It is also the most cost-effective AR type weapon when viewed 
through total life cycle analysis.

New slimline light-
weight HK buttstock

Extended Castle Nut for 
enhanced drop safety

New adjustable gas 
system, adjustable 
without tools 

Barrel mounted optional 
flip-up front sight

New large “Winter 
trigger guard”

New ambidextrous magazine 
release and bolt catch release

New magazine well
profile compatible for
widest variety of M4/
M16 magazines (in-
cluding “P-mags”)

Over-the-beach
capability

New standard type  
“SW11” handguard screw

Grenade Launcher 
Module adaptable

Protective shoulder for 
bolt release button

Ambidextrous safety/
selector on both
sides of the receiver

New barrel lengths
for optimal function
and reliability include:
 11 inch
 14.5 inch
 16.5 inch
 20 inch 

Available with integrated foldable 
front sight (not shown)

New green/brown RAL8000 color 
scheme for low IR visibility

Continuous  
Picatinny rail

Optional quick 
release rear sight

Modified trigger system allows the safety 
to be engaged at any time, regardless of 
the position of the hammer 

Redesigned bayonet 
lug  separate from 
gas block
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HK416 A5  
5.56 mm x 45 NATO 
(14.5” barrel model, left and right side views 
shown with optional B&T Rotex V sound suppressor)

Rifle                                                HK416 11” HK416 14.5”  HK416 16.5”  HK416 20”   
Caliber    5.56 x 45 mm NATO
Operating principle   Gas operated, short stroke piston   
Bolt system   Locked rotating bolt head
Feed mechanism   Magazine, 30 cartridges
Cartridge case ejection   Right
Modes of fire   Single fire / sustained fire
 
Dimensions                                                      
Length, maximum (stock extended) 31.69 in / 805 mm 35.16 in / 893 mm  37.17. in /944 mm  40.55 in /1030 mm 
Length, minimum (stock folded) 27.91 in / 709 mm 31.38 in / 797 mm   33.39 in / 848 mm  36.77 in / 934 mm
Width   3.07 in / 78 mm 
Height   9.45 in / 240 mm
Barrel length 11 in / 279 mm 14.5 in / 368 mm   16.5 in /419 mm  20 in / 505 mm
Sight radius 13.39 in / 340 mm 16.93 in / 430 mm   18.94 in / 481 mm  22.32 in / 567 mm

Weight    
Weapon without magazine 6.88 lb /  3.12 kg 7.69 lb / 3.49 kg  7.85 lb /  3.56 kg 8.11 lb / 3.86 kg
Magazine, full 30 cartridges   1.37 lb / .62 kg 
Magazine, empty   .55 lb / .25 kg
 
Other
Trigger pull    approximately 20 N
Rate of fire                                approximately 850 rounds per minute
Muzzle velocity (approximate feet/second & meters/second)  2592 fps / 790 mps 2894 fps /882mps  2920 fps /890 mps 3009 fps /917 mps
Muzzle energy (approximate)  1250 Joule  1555 Joule   1580 Joule  1680 Joule
Barrel profile                                   groove/land, 6 grooves, right hand twist , 178 mm, 1 in 7 inches                   


